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ABSTRACT
Rethinking UX requires mapping trends in empirical research to
ﬁnd out how the ﬁeld has developed. This study addresses that
need by analyzing over 400 academic empirical studies published
between 2000-2016. Our research questions are, “How have the
artifacts, analysis, and methods of UX research changed since the
year 2000?” and “Do scholars use research questions and hypotheses
to ground their research in UX?” Our research found that services,
websites, and imagined objects/prototypes were among the most
frequently studied artifacts, while usability studies, surveys, and
interviews were the most commonly used methods. We found a
signiﬁcant increase in quantitative and mixed methods studies since
2010. This study showed that only 1 out of every 5 publications
employed research questions to guide inquiry. We hope that these
ﬁndings help UX as a ﬁeld more accurately and broadly conceive
of its identity with clear standards for evaluating existing research
and rethinking future research opportunities as a discipline.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H5.3.Group and organization interfaces: Computer-supported
cooperative work

General Terms
Human Factors; Design
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user experience (UX), user experience, usability, human computer
interaction (HCI), research questions, systematic analysis
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INTRODUCTION
As a ﬁeld, we must regularly stop to ask the question “What
constitutes usability and how have our approaches to user experience
design changed?” This continual change is driven by updates in
technology, but also by the growing pains of a young research area
working to establish its identity. As Law, van Schaik, and Roto
(2014) note, “User Experience (UX), as a recently established
research area, is still haunted by the challenges of deﬁning the
scope of UX in general” (p. 540). The unclear dimensions and
porous borders of UX research artifacts and processes present
both opportunities and challenges for this ﬂedgling ﬁeld. The rapid
evolution of UX makes it a dynamic and ﬂexible research area,
but these rapid changes may leave individual UX researchers with
unclear, reductive, or outdated views of what the ﬁeld wants to
accomplish. Beyond problems with seeing the ﬁeld of UX artifacts
in its entirety, there are also open questions about how research is
performed with a multitude of disciplinary identities.
One way to correct this myopia is to thoroughly examine the ﬁeld’s
recent history and development. For this special issue on rethinking
UX, we wanted to trace how UX research has reimagined itself;
that is, which researchers are self-ascribing their work as “User
Experience” or “UX” research. To map this development, this article
systematically reviewed a sample of empirical UX academic research
from 2000 to 2016. Empirical research was deﬁned conceptually as
research that uses direct user observation and clearly articulated
methods to arrive at some conclusion, a deﬁnition consistent with
the one used by Hornbaek and Bargas-Avila (2011). In practice, our
deﬁnition of empirical research included small pilot studies, large
scale experimental efforts, and even expert review, if the author
provided clear observation of these users as their data. We coded
these articles for several dimensions, including the artifacts studied
and the methods used. While collecting data, we also documented
any research questions articulated in the publication. The resulting
data provided productive insight into how UX has evolved as a
ﬁeld in the 21st century. This work built on previous surveys of UX
research, particularly Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011).

In systematically reviewing disciplinary research practices, we
respond to calls from technical communication scholars for more
critical engagement with our research practices (Albers, 2016;
St.Amant & Meloncon, 2016; Hannah & Arreguin, 2017; Rickly
& Cook, 2017). These scholars note that researchers need greater
awareness of previously published studies to effectively plan and
focus their own projects (St.Amant & Meloncon, 2016, p. 348), to
notice disconnects and possible avenues for collaboration between
practitioners and academics in the ﬁeld (Albers, 2016; St.Amant &
Meloncon, 2016), and to identify a possible “disconnect between
how authors describe their research or methods and what they
actually report” (Rickly & Cook, 2017, p. 126). Other recent
articles (Batova & Andersen, 2017; Boettger & Friess, 2016)
performed content analysis of published studies to identify trends
within disciplinary research and suggest possible improvements to
the rigor and applicability of academic work. We hope to contribute
to this recent re-examination of research practices, which promises
to improve the robustness of future work and place it more directly
within broader disciplinary and academic conversations.
The results of our study suggest several trends for UX research
in the 21st century. On one hand, the huge diversity of artifacts
studied and methods deployed suggest UX is a ﬂexible, versatile
research program that only grows more dynamic by the year as
the number of publications increases. The increasing number
of studies examining prototypes and services indicates that the
boundaries of UX are expanding. However, UX research does not
always examine the technologies that are trending in academic
literature or public use, and published research has lagged behind
increased interest in VR/AR, gaming, and even mobile technology.
Just as it examines a wide array of artifacts, UX research involves
a large range of methods. Again, this suggests a dynamic multidisciplinary research program with many possibilities; however,
many of the methods are imported from outside user experience
or seem to conﬂate usability and UX, suggesting that UX has
not resolved long standing problems identiﬁed in the theoretical
literature. Further, there was a noticeable absence of research
questions or hypotheses in many empirical UX reports and articles,
with many projects only sharing a loosely articulated inspiration
for their methods. This may indicate unique research practices
that separate UX from older research paradigms, but at the same
time, the lack of research questions in many empirical studies may
indicate the need for added rigor in UX empirical studies and the
need for ﬁeld speciﬁc research questions to guide an overarching
UX research agenda.

Researchers have struggled to identify a stable, consistent set of
UX methods employed by researchers. For instance, a survey by
Lallemand, Gronier, and Koenig (2015) found no clear consensus
about whether UX methods should be qualitative or quantitative.
Attempts to classify UX methods often result in extensive
and varied lists. Ketola and Roto (2008) identiﬁed 21 types of
information needed by UX researchers at Nokia. Bevan (2009)
worked with participants at a 2009 Computer Human Interaction
SIG to identify 36 user experience evaluation methods. Vermeeren
et al. (2010) used a variety of existing articles and guides to identify
96 UX evaluation methods. For their online survey, Alves, Valente,
and Nunes (2014) asked participants how often they use 19 UX
methods. Results indicated that over 50% of respondents frequently
used observation, contextual interviews/inquiry, interviews, and
experience prototyping. A survey by Hussein, Mahmud, and Tap
(2014) found that the most common UCD methods were expert/
heuristic evaluations, qualitative, usability test, observation, and
satisfaction questionnaires, but respondents were largely new to
the ﬁeld and were unfamiliar with many UCD techniques. Twothirds of respondents also did not actually involve end users in
the development process, largely due to the belief that these users
do not know what they want. In a survey conducted in Latin
America, Gerea and Herskovic (2015) identiﬁed 11 activities
frequently conducted by UX professionals, and their list included
methodological activities such as eye-tracking and card sorting.
Vredenburg, Mao, Smith, and Carey (2002) found in a survey of
103 user-centered design professionals found that iterative design,
usability evaluation, task analysis, informal expert review, and
ﬁeld studies were the methods most commonly employed by
practitioners.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A few studies have speciﬁcally analyzed existing UX research to
identify trends and tendencies in the ﬁeld. Gross and Bongartz
(2012) use a Google Scholar search to chart increases in UX
research in three-year intervals from 2000 to 2010. Law (2011)
searched Google Scholar and ACM Digital Libraries from 19912010 for articles related to user experience research, evaluation,
and measures, and found that articles with the key terms “user
experience measures” or “measure user experience” accounted for
a small percentage of all papers related to UX. Scapin, Senach,
Trousse, and Pallot (2012) surveyed UX literature to identify
the geographical location, deﬁnition, and methods present in
their work. While the study notes the need for agreement on UX
deﬁnitions, “an even more important need is the improvement of
UX processes, methods, and tools. … the nature of UX being very
subjective, context-, and time-dependent, not all current processes,
methods, and tools apply well, and many areas of UX involvement
are not covered, whether positive or negative” (p. 339).

Because UX is a relatively young ﬁeld, several scholars have
attempted to deﬁne its research agenda and map the methods
and artifacts of study that constitute UX. While Hassenzahl and
Tractinsky (2006) identiﬁed a broad, proactive UX research agenda
as early as 2006, other scholars have expressed concern that the ﬁeld
lacks a coherent deﬁnition and set of methodologies (Alves, Valente,
& Nunes, 2014; Miki, 2011). A concern over varied deﬁnitions of
UX led Roto, Law, Vermeeren, and Hoonhout (2011) to develop
a white paper clarifying UX as a concept. The white paper began
by noting that “the term ‘user experience’ (UX) is widely used but
understood in many different ways. The multidisciplinary nature of
UX has led to several deﬁnitions of and perspectives on UX, each
approaching the concept from a different viewpoint” (p. 4).

Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011) conducted perhaps the most
systematic review of the state of UX research in their analysis
of 51 articles published between 2005-2009. Their work yielded
interesting data about trends in the ﬁeld. Researchers most often
studied UX related to art, mobile technology, audio/video/TV, and
websites. In their research, based on 66 empirical studies, 50% of
studies were qualitative, 33% were quantitative, and 17% were
mixed methods. Questionnaires emerged as the most prominent
research method, as well as interviews, live user observation, video
recordings, and focus groups. The authors noted that the multiplicity
of UX methods created tensions that remain unresolved in the ﬁeld.
Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek concluded, “research in UX draws on
multiple methods. Although this in theory is attractive, in practice it
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leads to dichotomic research,” with some studies emphasizing rich
descriptions of particular use situations and others emphasizing
generalizable ﬁndings (p. 8). In a follow-up commentary on this
research, the authors also concluded that new UX methods are
rarely validated and that studies rarely include key methodological
details like interview questions and data analysis methods.
Law et al. (2014) conducted a similar study in which they examined
58 UX studies published between 2010-2012. They found that all
studies used some kind of survey or questionnaire, while far fewer
studies gathered physiological measures, keystroke or user behavior
data, or user narratives. In terms of artifacts studied, “16 of the
selected studies were on video games, two on movies, eight on
mobile phones, eight on speciﬁc applications (e.g., a speed-reading
widget), and 22 on general products/services such as website
homepages and e-commerce” (p. 529). Surveys and interviews

with UX practitioners conducted as part of the same study found
that some commonly used methods in published research were
not frequently mentioned by research participants, and interview
and survey participants disagreed on which elements of UX can
be measured.
Like Law et al. (2014), our research continued and updated the
work of Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2012) but did not speciﬁcally
replicate that study. Our research differed from Bargas-Avila
and Hornbaek on some of the data collected and used different
classiﬁcations to code some data types (such as product studied
and data collection methods used). Our goal was to provide further
insight on issues explored by previous research (such as methods
and products involved in UX research) as well as collect the
research questions that drive UX studies.

Figure 1: Process for publication screening and discrimination.
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Our research questions for this study were:
RQ1: How have the artifacts, analysis, and methods of
UX research changed since the year 2000?
RQ2: Do scholars use research questions and hypotheses
to ground their research in UX?
We then focused our examination of this area on addressing these
two questions.

METHODS
The goal of the study was to explore the trajectory of research
performed in the interdisciplinary area of UX. To obtain a grasp on
where and how UX is being researched, we decided on a systematic
analysis based on prior scholarship (Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk,
2011). We decided to locate articles that referenced UX or user
experience and review them for their protocols and questions.
Under this process, we would also note the methods and artifacts
of interest in the various studies, the publication source names,
and number and locations of users in the study. Two commercially
available software applications, Papers 3 and Eppi Reviewer 4,
were used to collect, screen, and code publications of interest. This
process was accomplished in the phases described next, and an
overview is provided in Figure 1.

Phase 1: Identifying Publications
The goal in this phase was to search widely for publications that
self-identiﬁed as UX. We chose Google Scholar (GS) to identify
our peer-reviewed publications, as it is capable of “ﬁnd[ing]
relevant work across the world of scholarly research” (About
Google Scholar, 2017, p. 1). GS indexes scholarly papers of all
kinds, including conference proceedings, dissertations, books
and chapters, whether free or requiring a paid subscription. GS
references nearly 100 million English-language scholarly sources,
which is 86% of articles that are available via the internet, by
sourcing content from large databases such as ACM Digital Library,
Elsevier, and Science Direct (Khabsa & Giles, 2014). Several
studies have found Google Scholar an effective, if imperfect, tool
for conducting literature searches (Harzing, 2014; Martin-Martin,
Orduna-Malea, & Harzing, 2017; Prins, Costas, van Leeuwen, &
Wouters, 2016). Gehanno, Rollin, and Darmoni (2013) found that
“the coverage of GS is much higher than previously thought for
high quality studies. GS is highly sensitive, easy to search and could
be the ﬁrst choice for systematic reviews or meta-analysis. It could
even be used alone” (p. 4). We decided against directly searching
through speciﬁc UX or HCI venues because we wanted to capture
relevant material across a spectrum of disciplines, some of which
might not be available in industry speciﬁc journals. Simply put,
GS gave us the broadest and most comprehensive picture of UX
research. We restricted our timeframe to publications from 2000 2016, written in English and with an empirical focus.
While GS has a way to save citations for articles, it is not designed
to support a systematic capture of this information, nor can GS
capture and maintain the ﬁles for later review. Therefore, we used the
reference management application Papers 3 to assist in our search
in GS. Because we wanted to capture studies that self-identify as
UX, we employed the search terms “user experience” and “UX”
found anywhere in the abstract or title and “user experience” found
in the title. We choose these search conﬁgurations for two reasons:
•

To limit the number of false positives resulting from UX when
used by itself (e.g. in the word “luxury”)
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•

To ensure that we captured as many publications as possible
that were about “user experience.”

Previous research neglected to capture articles that included
“UX” in the metadata due to the difﬁculty of dealing with twoletter searches through non-case sensitive indexes (Bargas-Avila &
Hornbæk, 2011; Vermeeren et al., 2010). Added to these terms was
the individual search year. Our sequences in Papers appeared as
follows with the year changing in one year increments from 2000
to 2016:
•

Sequence 1 : Search in GS only AB: “user experience” AND
AB:“UX” AND YR: 2000

•

Sequence 2: Search in GS only TI: “user experience” AND
YR: 2000

The AND is required in Papers to ensure that all three criteria are
met before a result can be returned. Due to limitations with the
software, each search could only return 100 results at a time giving
us a maximum of 3400 results. This search schema retrieved 2,411
publications (1050 from Sequence 1 and 1361 from Sequence 2)
and through a series of additional phases (described next) resulted
in 431 publications to analyze (see Figure 1).

Phase 2: Publication Filtering
The goal in this phase was to exclude irrelevant results. The
results from Phase 1 were output as RIS ﬁles and imported into
EPPI Reviewer 4—software designed to facilitate collaborative,
systematic literature reviews. After import, 86 duplicates (identical
items) were removed from the list, leaving 2,325 publications. Next,
each publication’s abstract was reviewed and items were removed
from consideration based on missing UX or user experience in either
the abstract or the title or for false identiﬁcation (UX is a common
term in both astronomy and astrophysics). We also removed articles
that were not in English—a setting that is available in GS but not
available in Papers3. This left 1,210 publications.

Phase 3: Screening Publications
The goal in this phase was to narrow down the publications to
include only those that reported on an empirical study (or multiple
empirical studies) involving UX, usability, or user centered
practices. The ﬁrst step was to obtain the publication as a PDF ﬁle.
We attempted to locate and download 1,210 publications. Items
that were not found in our library were subsequently requested via
interlibrary loan service (ILLIAD) of which 67 were unavailable.
Next, we reviewed each of the procured PDFs. We ﬁrst checked the
article for empirical research— qualitative, quantitative, or mixed
method—that reported information in an understandable way. Case
studies, domain expert studies, big data studies, book chapters,
and dissertations were accepted providing the study included the
method, user type, and explained clearly how the user(s) interacted
with the artifact of study. User reﬂection studies were not included.
We did not exclude articles that were missing research questions.
We excluded 712 publications using these requirements.
While checking for empirical data, we also simultaneously coded
the relevant information. EPPI Reviewer 4 provides a number
of ways to tag and code the data. Our setup included a series of
checkboxes (representing codes) which could then be tagged with
the appropriate data from the document (see Figure 2). Each tag
allowed us to conﬁrm the data was present and to add information
to that item, either by direct input into the “info” box or by tagging
13

deﬁned as a focus on how information was communicated as a
utility and in cases where the focus was not on an object. “Big
data” was any study that examined data in aggregate as an artifact,
for example liking systems or SEO systems. Three emergent codes
were added under artifacts once the process was underway: “UX,”
“Process,” and “Attitude.” “UX” and “Process” codes emerged
from the “other” category; “Process” referred to the observation
of a method (e.g., search rankings, implementations). The “UX”
code was used to indicate the interest in UX issues (e.g., SUX
instruments, UX education). The last emergent code was “Attitude,”
and this code represented the user’s concern about a concept. For
example, researchers might want to know how the users felt about
an upcoming implementation of Agile or virtual reality.

Analysis
Figure 2: EPPI Reviewer 4 screening codes.
the information via highlighting directly in the PDF. Due to the
variation in character recognition across the various PDFs, adding
information to the info box proved to be a more reliable way of
collecting the data. A complete list of our codes is found in the
Appendix. The Selection Criteria section reviews the coding
process.
Since this study is primarily a data collection endeavor with little
interpretive requirements, the main area requiring judgement was
in removal or retention of publications for our consideration. Our
interrater reliability for the exclusion of articles was 89.5%.

Each publication varied in the way the research was articulated.
In particular, a few publications reported multiple studies or
had multiple phases of the same study (e.g., pilot, Phase 1). Our
distinction for phases and parts was predicated whether the user
pool changed. Therefore, if the study reported multiple populations,
it was designated a multi study. There were 30 multi studies in the
corpus. Multi studies required that we write in data to indicate the
various parts of the study. Otherwise, for the individual studies, one
and only one attribute was checked for each major section of our
categories. There were a few exceptions to this rule, and these are
described listed here:
•

Research type (mixed method, quantitative, qualitative, or
multimethod): Mixed method was checked if researchers
employed both quantitative and qualitative methods for the
same pool of users. Quantitative or Qualitative was checked
without regard to user-pool consistency. Multi-method was
tagged for methods that cut across different pools of users.

•

Methods: Most studies employed more than one method. Each
distinct method utilized was counted. There were 711 methods
counted in 431 publications or 1.6 method on average per
publication.

•

Artifacts: Every artifact reviewed was counted. Only a few
studies examined multiple artifacts many simply examined the
same artifact using multiple methods (as noted previously).
The total number of artifacts used in the corpus was 437 (see
Table 1).

•

Research questions: One publication contributed to one count
of research questions. The researcher(s) had to speciﬁcally
label a research question for it to be counted. The same went
for the hypotheses. When no hypothesis or research question
was articulated, the research question code was marked as
none.

Phase 4: Publications in the Analysis
Entering Phase 4 we had 431 articles coded and ready for analysis.
The ﬁnalized list of articles are found at this link: https://goo.gl/
CXv06K. Eppi Reviewer 4 was capable of a number of analyses; we
used the program to aggregate and tabulate differing conﬁgurations
of the data. In instances where Eppi Reviewer 4 could not produce
the data needed for analysis or in the instances where additional
analysis needed to be performed, we used a Google spreadsheet.
Selection Criteria
Our a priori screening codes were developed after consulting
current literature (Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk, 2011; Vermeeren et
al., 2010) and using expert review. We settled on a discrete group
of six categories including
•

Research type conducted

•

Research questions found

•

Methods used

•

Artifacts of study

•

Other details

•

Population details

The method codes included “Usability,” “Surveys,” “Interviews,”
“Data capture,” “Ethnography,” “Focus groups,” “Physiological,”
“Expert review,” “Eye-tracking,” “Big data,” and “VR/AR” as well
as a category for “Other.” The artifact codes were grouped under
“Hardware and Software,” as well as “Service,” Objects,” “Imagined
object or prototype,” or “Other” (see Appendix). “Services” were
14

These combined frameworks then served as the foundation for the
data that was collected and reviewed for this project.

RESULTS
In this section, we discuss our results, which include an analysis of
the publication’s areas of observation, study methods, and research
questions and type.

Artifacts Under Study
The number and types of artifacts under study in this interdisciplinary
ﬁeld are numerous. In articles that reported multiple studies or
multiple study stages with multiple artifacts, we counted each
Communication Design Quarterly 5.3 2017

Table 1: Artifacts under study from 2000-2016.

artifact individually (see Table 1). Included in the table is the most
recent year with the highest number of that artifact. So for example,
multimedia artifacts were studied frequently in 2013. Next, we
mapped the artifacts under study across the 16-year timespan; only
the top six reported artifacts are shown in Figure 3). We found
that websites or web interfaces are still one of the more frequently
studied at 14.6% and on an upward trend with the peak in 2014.
Interestingly, services were examined just as frequently at 14.6%
and rising more rapidly than websites; that category peaked in
2016. Prototyping is still a popular way to conduct studies (10.3%)
and on a general upward trend. There is increasing interest in
user’s attitudes as well as mobile phones. Most noteworthy nontechnical artifacts (e.g., irons, cars), video/multimedia, web apps,
and hardware interfaces (e.g., gestures, audio input) are becoming
more prevalent. Researchers also do studies in UX in areas like
personas and improved instruments (2.1%) and this trend seems
on the rise. However, virtual reality (VR)/augmented reality (AR)
were examined only 1.6% of the corpus. It bears noting that both
computers and tablets (at less than 1% of the corpus combined) are
negligible because they were not the artifact under consideration.
Instead, researchers used computers, tablets, and other hardware
as the media for their studies; devices used were not coded as
artifacts.

UX Study Methods
Numerous sources have recommended methods for usability
studies, including participatory evaluation, surveys, diagnostics,
requirements testing, or expert evaluations (Farrell, 2017).
However, UX—as a broader umbrella for user testing—does not yet
have well deﬁned approaches. Instead, UX as an interdisciplinary
ﬁeld borrows methods from many other disciplines. Our study was
limited to tracking 11 types of well-known methods; methods that
did not ﬁt these categories (e.g., diaries, drawings, content analysis)
were counted in the ‘other’ category (see Table 2). Due to the
number of publications that reported multiple methods in use (over
200) either in different phases of the study or in different studies
reported in the same publication, we decided to count each distinct
method individually. Therefore, while the corpus consisted of 431
publications, there were 711 distinct methods used.

Figure 3: Artifacts under observation from 2000-2016.
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Table 2: Methods under study from 2000-2016.

2). Most methods had their peaks in relatively recent years; for
example data capture had a peak in 2013 along with physiological
methods. Ethnographic or ﬁeld study, one of the hallmarks of UX
theory along with usability (Rohrer, 2014), accounted for only
8.6% of the methods.
In keeping with our quest to survey the ﬁeld, we also mapped
methods across a 16-year time span. The top six research methods
are shown in Figure 4. Usability and surveys methods are rising
the fastest with interviewing methods following closely behind.
Ethnography and data capture make up 16% of the corpus and seem
to have a slight increase over the years. “Other” was the next largest
category with 41 indications or 5.8% of the corpus.

Regarding the assessment of usability practices, because usability is
inherently a multi-method, typically including both short surveys,
task observations, and/or debrief interviews/survey sessions
(Vermeeren et al., 2010), the individual usability components were
not counted as separate instances. However, when the researcher
performed extensive work over and above the traditionally debrief
or intake information, the components were counted individually
alongside a count of usability. Usability was the most counted
method found in almost 25% of the reported methods (see Table

We grouped the types of research performed into four simple
categories: quantitative, qualitative, mixed method, or multiple
types. If an article employed multiple types of methods that
included at least one qualitative method and one quantitative
method, it was coded as mixed method. If an article reported two
or more discrete studies involving separate user groups in a single
paper, it was coded as multiple. We coded all explicitly mentioned
usability studies as mixed method due to the routine use of short
surveys, think-aloud protocols, and other standard methodologies
normally employed in usability studies. Mixed methods were
reported the most at 42.9% of the corpus (see Table 3); Mixedmethods research also showed a steep increase in usage over the
last 16-years (see Figure 5). Quantitative methods were the next
most used type (29.8% of the corpus); and also, had a sustained
but lower increase in use of the time period. Qualitative, the least
represented methodology in the corpus (20.9%) have risen the least
in the ensuing years and its growth is 3 times slower than that of
mixed methods. Given the recent push for in situ examinations, we
might have expected the number of qualitative studies to be a larger
percentage of the corpus.

Research Questions (RQs)
Following Carolyn Rude’s seminal article (Rude, 2009, p. 175)
where she wrote “the identity of any academic ﬁeld is based in part

Figure 4: Research methods year over year.
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Figure 5: Research types across a 16-year timespan.
on the research it conducts,” we decided a key step toward mapping
the UX territory would be to observe how frequently research
questions were deployed in the ﬁeld. We coded and counted the
number of research questions (or lack thereof) for each study (see
Table 3). Studies that did not mention research questions were added
to the table under “None.” Studies that indicated hypotheses (but no
research questions) were listed under the category of “hypothesis
only.” Most studies (62.4%) did not explicitly mention research
questions or hypotheses. Of the total studies, 20.2% indicated
using research questions to guide their research and 16.9% opted
for articulating hypotheses.

DISCUSSION
Our Research Questions
In this section, we interpret our results by answering the research
questions posed in the Introduction. Our research questions were
RQ1: How have the artifacts, analysis, and methods of
UX research changed since the year 2000?
RQ2: Do scholars use research questions and hypotheses
to ground their research in UX?
In response to RQ1, our results show the discipline working through
some vital questions about its research program in the 21st Century.
Among the most interesting results, we see that UX researchers
devote energies to studying a huge range of artifacts despite not
necessarily keeping up with anticipated trends in technology use.
Mixed and quantitative methods are on the rise and UX researchers
deploy a wide range of methods, though most are imported from
other disciplines rather than being native to UX. The methods most
used in the ﬁeld are not always clearly delineated between usability
and user experience in the same way as the theoretical literature.
In response to RQ2, we found that the overwhelming majority of

researchers (79.3%) do not use speciﬁc research questions to guide
their inquiry. However, a small segment of researchers does employ
hypotheses to test their claims (16.9%). Because academic research
in UX often lacks research questions, researchers face challenges in
charting the discipline’s research trajectory or examining the rigor
of UX research.

Wide Range of Artifacts Studied
Our results indicated that UX research tests a wide range of
products and services (see Table 1). Services (e.g., museum tours,
food ordering, e-learning, health care, therapy), websites and web
interfaces, imagined objects and prototypes, attitudes, and mobile
phones emerged in our results as popular artifacts to include in UX
studies. The category “other” was also among these top six most
studied artifacts.
Some of these ﬁndings are unsurprising, especially ﬁndings about
the consistent presence of websites and web interfaces in UX
research. The percentage of studies about websites in our sample
(14.6%) is close to the percentage described by Bargas-Avila and
Hornbaek (2011) (12%), suggesting a steady and signiﬁcant interest
in web technologies among UX researchers. However, it is clear
that UX research is both diverse and multifaceted, with researchers
in our corpus studying a wide range of artifacts, including objects
like stop lights, irons, and prosthetic knees, as well as models,
arousal, dynamic subtitle placement, and information architecture,
that deﬁed our classiﬁcation schema and had to be catalogued as
“other”. This wide range of artifacts under study matches previous
theoretical and empirical literature, which considers UX to be a
multidisciplinary ﬁeld.
Our results show several arenas where UX research is expanding
into exciting, unique areas. For instance, our ﬁndings show 10.3%
of studies using imagined objects or prototypes, which was similar

Table 3: Empirical publications with research type and use of research questions between 2000-2016.
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to Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek’s (2011) 9% , but analysis of trends
over time shows an upward but unsteady increase of these studies
since 2010. These results may indicate an increasing acceptance
that UX research involves all phases of product development and
a push by researchers to conduct research earlier in the product
development cycle. Similarly, there have been a few recent years
with strong growth in research on attitudes, though this growth does
not represent a steady trend. As a category, attitudes accounted for
9.2% of our studies overall, reﬂecting some emphasis on the idea
that UX research involves studying not just technology, but also
human responses to and attitudes about it.
Our results also show UX research is expanding boundaries through
increased studies of services, indicating a growing acceptance that
services fall within the realm of UX. Bargas Avila and Hornbaek
(2011) did not provide a category for services, whereas this
category was prominent in our research (though signiﬁcant growth
in studies involving services occurred in the years after their study
concluded). This growth moves beyond the recommendations
of some academics that consider UX to involve only interfaces,
such as Law et al. (2009), who write “we recommend the term
user experience to be scoped to products, systems, services, and
objects that a person interacts with through a user interface. …
Face-to-face interaction between humans is outside the scope of
user experience, unless there is a man-made user interface involved
in the interaction” (p. 727). Scapin et al. (2012) disagree with
this view, writing that “UX aims at all venues of everyday life, at
products and services” (p. 339). Based on the results of our study,
it appears that the view of deﬁning services within the realm of UX
is winning out among practitioners.
It is somewhat surprising that studies of mobile technology have not
risen signiﬁcantly in the past decade. While mobile technology has
been studied consistently since the mid-2000s, interest in studying
mobile phones and tablets does not seem to have kept pace with
the tremendous growth and use of mobile technology in the past
decade. In fact, mobile makes up a much smaller percentage of
studies our sample than in previous research; 7.8% of studies in our
sample examined mobile technology and 0.2% examined tablets,
while 21% of the studies in Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011)
and 13.7% of the studies in Law et al. (2014) examined mobile
technology. This smaller presence of mobile is especially surprising
given that mobile devices are widely available for testing and that
speciﬁc methodologies have been articulated for evaluating mobile
devices (Yong, 2013).
Similarly, other products that have been much hyped in academic
and professional discourse, such as VR/AR and gaming consoles
(Berns, 2017), have not been studied by UX researchers to the
degree that the hype would suggest. However, Dorabjee, Bown,
Sarkar and Tomitsch (Dorabjee, Bown, Sarkar, & Tomitsch, 2015)
also noted the lack of investigation into the user interfaces of VR
technologies. The lack of VR and AR studies may result partially
from lack of equipment and the limitations of current equipment.
Rebelo, Noriega, Duarte, and Soares (Rebelo, Noriega, Duarte,
& Soares, 2012) note that VR offers incredible promise but also
signiﬁcant challenges for UX researchers, and it appears that
some of these problems may persist several years after their article
identiﬁed them.
Some of the lowered representation of games in UX research
comes from the speciﬁc elements of gaming experience studied by
the researchers and the way they mapped onto our coding schema
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(our research classiﬁed software games testing in the category of
video and multimedia and games hardware testing under games
consoles). For instance, some studies examined attitudes about
gaming or the UX effects of game design principles; while these
studies all evaluate game experience, they do not directly measure
user interaction with software or consoles/controllers. Differences
in coding may partially explain the inconsistencies between our
ﬁndings and those of Law et al. (Law et al., 2014) who found
that 27.5% of studies in their corpus involved video games. Still,
it appears that empirical UX research is still working to catch up
to the explosion of game studies in several other academic ﬁelds
(e.g., technical communication, rhetoric and composition, health
and medicine).

Research Processes and Plans
Our research also differed from Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011)
concerning the percentage of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed
method studies (however, it is also likely that our sample included
some of the exact same articles as those examined by Bargas-Avila
and Hornbaek (2011) and Law et al. (2014). While Bargas-Avila
and Hornbaek’s () sample included 50% qualitative studies, 33%
quantitative, and 17% mixed methods, our research found that mixed
methods and quantitative studies outnumbered qualitative research
(see Table 3). Approximately 6% of articles conducted multiple
studies involving different groups of users, a category not included
in Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011). We included this category
to avoid over-representing particular methods or approaches in UX
research. Some of the difference between our methods ﬁndings and
Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011) comes from the extended dates
of our study. While qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods
studies were all published at similar rates in the ﬁrst half of the
2000s, signiﬁcantly more quantitative and mixed methods studies
have been published since 2010, while qualitative studies show a
slower growth over the same period.
While there were more quantitative (29.7%) than qualitative
(20.9%) studies, the signiﬁcant presence of both types may
represent some continued conﬂict within the community about
whether UX research should be qualitative or quantitative in nature.
Previous studies have noted both controversy and ambivalence
about whether UX characteristics are quantiﬁable. Law et al.
(2014) found support among survey and interview participants
for both qualitative and quantitative measures. Lallemand et al.
(2015) produced a similar ﬁnding, noting that “no clear consensus
emerged and respondents mentioned distinct pros and cons for both
qualitative and quantitative UX assessment methods” (p. 43). A
similar divide emerges in a study conducted by Vermeeren et al.
(2010) who report that when charting UX methods, “about onethird of the methods were reported to provide quantitative data,
one-third qualitative data, and one-third both” (p. 524).
The higher growth of quantitative studies in the past several years
of our sample indicates that, when it comes to empirical research,
quantitative methods might be gaining ground in the debate.
However, the dominance of mixed methods studies suggests a
move away from the impasse of the quantitative/qualitative divide
and towards accepting the importance of multiple methods for UX
research. Mixed methods studies were published more than any
other type for seven of the eight years between 2009-2016, and
the growth of mixed methods has far surpassed qualitative studies.
The increase in mixed methods studies suggests that researchers
ﬁnd multiple approaches are required to capture the complexity
of user experience. This matches the recent claim of Sauro (2016)
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who argues that “Using a mix of both qualitative and quantitative
methods is necessary to identify user needs” (p. 4).

The Diversity of UX Methods
Our ﬁndings demonstrate that UX researchers employ a wide
variety of methods, a ﬁnding consistent with the related literature.
Our results were similar to Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011)
concerning the most popular UX methods, especially surveys
and interviews. The dominance of surveys, interviews, usability
methods, and focus groups suggests that UX research is being
conducted largely with methods imported from other disciplines.
This ﬁnding echoes Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek who found that
“data on UX are currently mostly collected with methods borrowed
from traditional HCI” (2011, p. 5).
The dominance of surveys and questionnaires also reﬂects ﬁndings
Law et al. (2014) who found that 100% of the 58 studies in their
sample used questionnaires and ﬁndings from Vermeeren et al.
(2010) who found the 42 of the 96 UX methods they catalogued
involved collecting data through questionnaires. This ﬁnding
suggests both possibility and challenges: “Questionnaires and
scales are one of the most versatile but also the most often misused
research tools, not only for HCI but also for other domains” (2010,
p. 528). Scapin et al. (2012) make a similar observation, noting
that while many traditional methods such as questionnaires and
interviews can extend effectively into UX, “the nature of UX
being very subjective, context-, and time-dependent, not all current
processes, methods, and tools apply well, and many areas of UX
involvement are not covered, whether positive or negative” (p.
339). The discipline must continue to wrestle with the question
of whether research methods are being adapted thoughtfully and
carefully in UX research.
In contrast to the multitude of studies using methods, which
originated outside of UX, few studies involved methods that might
be considered native to UX. Some studies employed ethnographies
that involved contextual inquiry, 3.2% of studies collected
physiological data, and 2% used eye-tracking. These small
numbers ﬁt with ﬁndings from Bargas-Avila and Hornbaek (2011)
that body movements and physiological measures are rarely used in
UX research. A few studies involved user diaries, perceptual maps,
or user drawings of their ideal products. Some studies conducted
ﬁeld trials of prototypes in users’ homes or workplaces. Still, these
methodologies were much rarer than more traditional surveys,
interviews, usability tests, and focus groups.
Overall, our results suggest that UX researchers most often adapt
common methods from other ﬁelds (i.e., surveys, focus groups).
These ﬁndings may also indicate a difference between academic
and industry research; a survey from Alves, Valente, and Nunes
(2014) found that observations, think aloud, contextual inquiry,
interviews, and experience prototyping were the most popular
methods among UX practitioners. Academic UX researchers and
theorists both should continue to examine whether the methods
they employ are being used appropriately and effectively, and UX
practitioners can continue to recommend methods native to UX to
best capture the full range of user experience.
Our results also showed that many studies relied on usability
methods yet they classiﬁed their research as user experience,
demonstrating a continued blurring of the lines between usability
and user experience. Because our search process gathered empirical
publications from authors that self-identiﬁed their research as user
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experience, we intuit that this is one of the ways the ﬁeld deﬁnes
itself thus our results suggest that several researchers have imported
usability methods directly into UX even though some theorists
consider usability and UX to be discrete concepts (Hassenzahl,
2008; Hartson & Pyla, 2012). This ﬁnding reinforces the discussion
of Miki (2011) who identiﬁes a lack of conceptual clarity in the
shift from usability to user experience. The continued blurring of
usability and UX suggested by our results may require the ﬁeld
to further examine or reiterate the distinctions between these two
concepts and formulate research programs that distinguish clearly
between usability and UX.

Research Questions
Our goal in collecting research questions and hypotheses from
individual studies was to chart the development and changes in
research questions over time. However, a more than half (62.4%) of
the studies did not include research questions, making it infeasible
to use research questions to develop deﬁnitive conclusions about
the direction of the ﬁeld. Our sample contains articles from a large
array of disciplines, as well as many conference proceedings, so
this diversity of publications may partially explain the lack of
research questions. Still, best practices in several disciplines hold
that rigorous research requires the guidance of at least one primary
research question (Farrugia, Petrisor, Farrokhyar, & Bhandari,
2010) and testable hypotheses, derivable from the research question
(Creswell, 2013).
The research question, which is created prior to the start of study,
then provides guidance for the research. Since the pursuit of central
research questions are the ways in which a discipline is deﬁned
(Rude, 2009), it is understandable that UX—a relatively new area
of research and replete with overlapping disciplines—would not
yet have central research questions deﬁned. But as Carolyn Rude
(Rude, 2009) writes “The identity of any academic ﬁeld is based in
part on the research it conducts” and “Research questions, more than
research methods or topics, deﬁne a ﬁeld internally and externally
by pointing to the knowledge making that is unique to the ﬁeld”
(p. 175). Research questions and the methods that support them
are not simply self-selecting mechanisms for creating a cohesive
disciplinary identity. Even for a ﬂedgling ﬁeld, with only 2 decades
of research (Buley, 2013), it still seems startling that more than half
of the research in our corpus did not have either research questions
or hypotheses.
The lack of research questions in individual articles may also
suggest that the ﬁeld of UX needs clearly articulated overarching
research questions to shape the discipline and drive research. Several
theorists have articulated a research program and agenda for UX
(Bruce, Davis, Hughes, Partridge, & Stoodley, 2014; Hassenzahl
& Tractinsky, 2006; Law, 2011; Roto, Vermeeren, VäänänenVainio-Mattila, & Law, 2011b), but survey research of practitioners
continues to suggest a lack of consensus around UX deﬁnitions.
Borrowing from Carolyn Rude, we suggest the need to understand
the central questions that drive the discipline. Since an “[a]greement
about research questions can strengthen disciplinary identity and
give direction to a ﬁeld,” agreeing on research questions is a logical
strategy for unifying this interdisciplinary research program (Rude,
2009, p. 174).
While it is not possible to know for sure why research questions
are not a primary component of the research articles and papers
reviewed, we do offer a few speculations. It is possible that many of
the texts are conference papers working under a unique disciplinary
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genre. There were also numerous cases where there were multiple
publications resulting from one study, which may point to the
research questions being formally presented in some other venue.
Finally, there were several cases where the author performed an
informal study before retroactively writing it up for sharing with
the larger community.

LIMITATIONS
While this research does provide a unique and timely depiction
of the ﬁeld of empirical user experience research, it does contain
some limitations related to scope and the representative nature of
the sample. For scope, our corpus was dependent on the researchers
describing their research in terms that matched our search criteria. If
the authors did not self-identify as “user experience” or “UX”, then
these articles were undiscoverable. Our search also missed studies
not available through Google Scholar, though studies indicate that
GS coverage is expansive. Additionally, the technologies used in our
search (Google Scholar and Papers 3) constrained the sample size.
The number of returns was lower than the actual number available
in the larger corpus; we were at the mercy of the affordances of our
technology. One of the other limitations is the small chance of error
in the accidental inclusion of inappropriate studies.
Due to the language abilities of the researchers, we were also only
able to include studies published in English. This is an obvious
weakness, given the international scope of UX research, and this
limitation clearly affects our results. However, we note that the
studies in our corpus came from a wide range of locations including
over 6 continents and over 25 countries, suggesting that our
English-language corpus still contained a sampling of UX research
from around the globe.
We likewise note that our focus on strictly empirical UX studies
neglects the interesting theoretical work that has contributed to the
discipline in the 21st century. A focus on empirical studies was most
appropriate for our research questions about the artifacts studies and
methods used by UX researchers. Choosing empirical articles also
allowed us to compare our results with previous studies. However,
this empirical emphasis admittedly provides only a partial glimpse
into the entire ﬁeld of UX.

REVIEWING THE PAST, RETHINKING
THE FUTURE
The members of our ﬁeld must regularly assess and reconsider
the current practices of UX research as a way to advance the
discipline. The data presented here offer perspective about how UX
empirical research has developed since the year 2000. These results
invoke both optimism and the need for continued reﬂection from
UX researchers. On the positive side, we note an increase in UX
research and a tremendous diversity in artifacts studied and methods
used, which suggests a UX is vibrant and multifaceted discipline.
This is especially true given the growth of mixed methods research
designs, which may suggest increasing nuance in the ﬁeld and a
move past a qualitative/quantitative impasse that emerges in some
UX literature. The steady presence of prototypes in UX research
indicates that researchers value studying users at many phases in
a product lifecycle. And the increasing inclusion of services in UX
research shows that the ﬁeld is expanding its borders.
But with this diversity comes challenges and further work to be
done. Academically published research may also want to keep
pace with technology use and trends, so long as researchers follow
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these trends thoughtfully and carefully instead of just uncritically
chasing the latest fads. Given the dominance of methods from other
ﬁelds, it appears that UX must continue to ensure that researchers
appropriate adapt methods for UX purposes. And empirical
researchers must also continue familiarize themselves with the
theoretical distinctions between usability and UX and articulate
the relationship and distinctions between these approaches as they
relate to their own research. Lastly, UX can continue to solidify
its research questions and individual researchers can follow best
practices for empirical research by developing research questions
to guide their work.
Ultimately, our ﬁndings reinforce the ideas that compelled this
special issue. UX is an evolving area full of exciting opportunity
and important work to be done. Reviewing research that has
come before and reﬂecting on these research practices allows the
rethinking of UX research moving forward. By providing a clear
understanding of past research practices, this paper allows UX
researchers to create novel methods, study innovative artifacts,
ask previously unthinkable research questions, and collaborate
more productively with other scholars. Whether it is the study
of self-driving cars (Harford, 2016) connected homes (Rowland,
Goodman, Charlier, Light, & Lui, 2015), or affective computing
(Lee, Moon, Im, Shi, & Jun, 2014), mapping where we have gone
will allow us to explore new ground.
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●
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Mixed methods [Selectable (checkbox)]
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●

●
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○
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